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Effect of transit of Saturn on 09.09.09 on various lagnas and 

also saddi satti & saturn’s dahiyya/Effect of Saturn 
 

 Saddi satti for Karka/Cancer rashi will get over in total 

 Saddi satti for Simha/Leo rashi/Sign will enter in its third and final phase 

 Saddi sati for Kanya/Virgo rashi/Sign will enter in its second phase 

 Saddi satti for Tula/Libra rashi/Sign will start 

 Sani’s dahiyya for Makar/Capricorn rashi/Sign will end 

 Sani’s dahiyya for Kumbh/Aquarius Rashi/Sign will start 

 Sani’s dahiyya for Vrishabh/Taurus rashi/Sign will end 

 Sani’s dahiyya for Mithun/Gemini rashi/Sign will start 

 Natives who have debilated Saturn or have Saturn in 6th, 8th or 12th house in their natal chart 

will see 40 to 50% or no growth and benefits of transit. Negative effect will have the multiplier 

effect. 

 

 

Effect of transit of Saturn on various lagnas/Ascendant, considering saddi satti/sani’s 

dahiyya/Effect of Saturn 

1) Aries lagna: In this lagna Sani has two responsibilities, namely karma and labh. In transit it will 

transit to the 6th house. Sani is the karak for service and will also enter the service bhav of Aries 

lagna. Sani is also the karak for hard work. Hence irrespective of saddi satti or sani’s dahiyya it 

will give a lot of hard work. The next two and half years will be very laborious, stressful. Overseas 

journeys and also journey within the country will increase at short notice. Returns in compare to 

the hard work put in will be there but delayed and also slow.  

Health expenses will increase. Joint pain, feet pain, piles, pain in the shoulder and right hand will 

increase. Visit to hospitals, involvement in court cases, false blames & suits, litigations, 

imprisonment, and frequent meetings with lawyers will increase. Transit of Ketu on 17.11.09 to 

your third house can give injury/accident to your shoulder, right hand which can also result into 

surgery. Stroke and paralysis to your right hand is also a strong possibility. 

 Stressed and distance in relationships with mothers young sibling, grandparents and young 

siblings and friends and relatives will be experienced. Natives whose saddi satti or sani’s dahiyya 

is on will also see death of a family member in the family. 

2) Taurus lagna: Sani is yog karak for natives of this lagna. They will see progress in their career, 

financial growth and increase in earnings. Fortunes will favour them. The growth rate will be slow 

but it will be certain. But hard work needs to be put in.  

Relationship with spouse will bring some distance. Frequent fights and quarrels will increase. 

Relationship with elder siblings and also within the family will get affected. You may rebel from 

your family and live separately.  
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Health issues like indigestion, constipation, gastric, acidity, pain in the calf area of the feet, acne, 

pimples, vision in the right eye getting weak can trouble you. Pregnant mothers will experience 

miscarriage, abortion. Progeny conceiving will get delayed or may not happen.  

3) Gemini lagna:  In this lagna Sani has ayu/life span and bhagya/fortunes. Simha rashi natives will 

see 60% relief from effects of saddi satti, but other natives of Kanya & Tula rashi will continue to 

see struggle in career and also personal life. Overseas opportunities will increase. Opportunities 

for change of employment will also increase. Shift in job, place of work, will happen. 

Health issues like, detioration of mother’s health, problems in chest and lungs, liver, pancreas, 

intestines can occur. Transit of Ketu in the lagna in November can cause brain hammeorage and   

followed by paralytic stroke. Frequent unknown health issues will keep coming up.  

Relationship with mother and mother in law, mother’s young siblings will get affected. Death in 

the family is also a strong possibility. 

4) Cancer Lagna:  Sani in this lagna has the ownership of spouse and life span. Simha rashi natives 

will experience 60% relief from the effect of Saturn/saddi satti. Struggle for Kanya and Tula rashi 

will continue. Opportunities for overseas job will open up. Natives will see frequent foreign as 

well as journeys in birth country. Natives in research work will see good progress. Hard work will 

increase. Returns in compared to hard work will not be proportionate. Eligible singles wedding 

bells will start ringing. Love affairs will also blossom. Break in love affairs is also a possibility.  

Health issues like pain in right hand, shoulders, back aches, and stomach related problems; pain 

in feet and ankles is a strong possibility. Transit of Ketu can give injury & surgery to left eye & also 

see defeat in court cases, prolonged litigation, visits to hospitals, lawyers, prisons, imprisonment, 

moksh can be experienced.  

Relationship with young siblings, friends, relatives, children, father, and grandparents will strain.  

5) Leo Lagna:  Saturn in this lagna has the ownership of disease, enmity, loans & debts and spouse, 

overseas, foreign trade, partnership and marital life. Saturn will transit to the 2nd house. Simha 

rashi natives will experience 60% relief from effect of saddi satti, but natives of Kanya and Tula 

rashi will struggle in their career and finances. Finances for Simha rashi natives will improve. 

Natives are likely to fall in debts and or increase the debts from the current level. Funds and 

loans will be available at ease. Natives in real estate and land business, medicines will do well. 

Frequent foreign trips will happen. Natives in job looking for overseas job will see light. Natives 

who are related to life support service industry like nurses working in hospitals, doctors, 

pharmacists, medicine producers & distributors will also do well. Many natives will change 

employment and/or seek or will be transferred. Dissatisfaction at job will prevail. Hard work with 

meager returns will give frustration. Natives will also change/shift their house, buy a second hand 

vehicle. 

Health issues like problems related to right eye, throat, chest, diabetes, pain in calf muscles and 

also joints and feet will occur. Transit of Ketu can give injury to left hand, leg and also likely 

surgery is a possibility. 

Relationships with elder sibling, mother, father’s younger sibling, within the family are likely to 

be affected.  
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Caution Natives who have their saddi satti or sani’s dahiyya going on will see sudden and 

unexpected ill health of spouse and the same can be fatal also. The same also applies to the 

natives who get married in this saddi satti period.  

6) Virgo lagna:  In this lagna Sani has ownership of children and disease, enmity, loans & debts 

houses. Saturn will transit in the lagna. Simha rashi natives will experience 60% relief from effect 

of saddi satti, but natives of Kanya rashi will struggle in their career and finances, but natives of 

Tula rashi will not see severe struggle. Natives related to media, art, music, education industry, 

research, work related to life support service industry like nurses working in hospitals, doctors, 

pharmacists, medicine producers & distributors will  do well. Consultation business will bring in 

hard work. Business administrators, judges, lawyers, management consultants will experience 

hard work with no increase in financial earnings. Natives will get lazy and a lazy attitude will built 

up gradually. 

Health issues like headaches, unknown body pain and restlessness, shoulder pain, genetic 

disorders, pains around the thighs and hips will be experienced. Transit of Ketu can give injury to 

hips and also like surgery.  

Relationship with younger sibling, friends and relatives, spouse, mother in law will be affected. 

Aspect of Ketu till 17.11.09 can bring distance in relationship with spouse that can result in 

separation and also possible divorce.  

7) Libra lagna:  Sani is yog karak in this lagna, hence natives need not worry, but Saturn will transit 

to their 12th house, hence results will be of mixed type. Finances will get affected, income with 

very low savings or also no savings or also expenses increasing income will be experienced. Hard 

work with no compensation for hard work can also happen. Fortunes favour will slow down. 

Increase in overseas travel, overseas job opportunities will increase. Marine travel will be fun. 

Cruise holidays will also happen. Job loss will not be their but unpleasant experiences will lead to 

frustration. Prolonged court cases, visit to hospitals, prisons, lawyers, court, imprisonment, loss 

of court case can happen.  

Health issues like problems related to eyes, nose, tooth and jaw, kidney, pancreas, intestine, 

frequent back aches will be experienced. Transit of Ketu will increase back aches and also injury 

and then surgery to the back. Virgo rashi natives can possibly have severe eye problems resulting 

into night blindness, colour blindness or even loss of eye sight.  

Relationship with grandparents, within the family, mother’s young siblings, and father can get 

affected. 

8) Scorpio lagna:  Saturn has ownership of parakram/efforts, throat, efforts and also political 

contact and relationship with friends and relatives and young sibling and luxuries. Transit of 

Saturn to all these natives will be fruitful and beneficial. It will give hard work but also give 

frequent overseas travel. You will buy a new house, second hand vehicle. Students studying in 

medical science, management, law will do well. Overseas business will increase. Natives in trades 

related to alcohol, leather, import export, general stores, cold storage, meat shops will do well. 

Increased overseas opportunities will tempt natives to shift work place to overseas location. 

Transfer to overseas location is also likely. Leasing out property, rent a vehicle will give good 

returns. Natives will tend to get lazy. Transit of Ketu will bring financial tightness. 
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Health issues like pain in the calf, legs, restlessness, stomach related problems, piles and thyroids 

can happen.  Transit of Ketu will increase pile and will also give surgery to the rectum. Cancer of 

the rectum can also happen.  

Relationship with elder sibling, children will be stressful.  

9) Sagittarius lagna:  Saturn in this lagna has ownership of finances, speech, throat, efforts and also 

political contact and relationship with friends and relatives and young sibling.  Saturn will transit 

to the 10th house. Wow, what a great thing to happen. Government service natives will get 

promotion, increase in pay packets, and transfer to location of their choice. Judges, lawyers, 

magistrates, teachers, administrators, and public service, treasury, revenue and railway 

department employees will do well. Teachers will venture into coaching classes. Hard work will 

increase so will the earnings also. Income will be linked to efforts & hard work. Saddi satti or 

Sani’s dahiyya will give good results.  

Health issues like pain in calf muscles and ankles, feet, problems related to chest, genetic 

disorders like impotency can happen. Mother’s health can also get affected. Transit of Ketu in 

November can increase genetic disorders or injury and result in surgery. It can give surgery to 

spouse also.  

Relationship with mother in law, grandparents, mother and spouse can get affected. Separation 

from spouse due to professional commitments is a strong possibility. Conflicts in marital life will 

increase. Transit of Jupiter in December will protect the separation.  

10) Capricorn Lagna:  Saturn in this lagna has ownership of the body, i.e. the lagna and also finances, 

speech. Saturn will transit in their 9th house. This lagna native will see the best of the transit of 

Saturn amongst all the lagnas.  Name, fame, good fortune, financial growth, prosperity, foreign 

travel will be the mantra. Doctors & nurses, administrators, judges, lawyers, government service 

natives, heavy industry work & infra structure work natives will prosper. The hidden unearthed 

jewels in their respective lives will be discovered.  

Health issues like back aches, pain in the ankles and calf, shoulder, hands, liver, kidney and the 

area below the naval, skin, nails, hair fall, colitis  will be experienced.  

Relationship with father, siblings, friends and relatives, grandparents will come under stress.  

11) Aquarius Lagna:  Saturn in this lagna has the ownership of house of loss and lagna, i.e. the body. 

Saturn will transit in their 8th house. Transit of Saturn will not be fruitful. Loss of finances, job, 

transfer to undesired place of work, change of job with low returns, loss of name and fame, 

indulgence into gambling, speculation, getting entangled into false allegation, court cases  can 

happen. This is going to be a stressful period of these lagnas natives. Irrespective of saddi satti or 

effect of dahiyya there or not these can happen to any native of this lagna. Financial stress will be 

very high. Fights & misunderstanding at work place will be maximum. Unexpected death in the 

family of the near and dear is a possibility 

Health issues like pain in the feet, piles, back ache, eye problem, and stomach disorders can 

happen. Transit of Ketu can give surgery to stomach. Children can also meet with an accident.  

Relationship with mother in law, within the family and children will come under stress.  

12) Pisces lagna:  Saturn in this lagna has the owner ship of house of gains and also house of loss & 

disease. Saturn will transit in the 7th house. Saddi satti or sani’s dahiyya will give mixed results. It 
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can give separation from spouse and also another marriage. Natives who are unable to get 

married can get married. Native who are aspiring for another marriage will get married. Foreign 

travel will increase. Natives in foreign trade will do well. Financial gain will not be seen due to 

high expenses. Income will increase. Change of job, change of residence, procurement of second 

hand vehicle, investment in property and land can happen. Laziness will prevail. 

Health issues like back aches, consistent body pain, nervousness and effect to nervous system, 

skin, lungs and genetic related problems can happen. Transit of Ketu can give chest related 

problem and also surgery related to chest, lungs, heart.  

Relationship issues like fights and quarrels with spouse will increase, separation from spouse due 

to professional commitments, difference of opinion with parents will increase. Death in the 

family for near and dear is a possibility.  

 

 


